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Abstract
The propagation of a pre-existing edge crack across a ®nite plate subjected to cold shock
has been studied. The plate, initially at uniform temperature, is exposed to a cold shock on
one surface whilst three dierent types of heat transfer boundary condition are separately
considered for the opposing face: cold shock, thermal insulation and ®xed temperature. For
all three boundary conditions, the plate experiences tensile stress near the cold-shocked
surface and compressive stressing near the mid-plane. Consequently, a Mode I edge crack
extending into the compressive region may grow in one of three dierent modes: continued
extension in plane strain, channelling and spalling. The thermal shock conditions governing
each failure mode are quanti®ed, with a focus on crack channelling and spalling. The
dislocation method is employed to calculate the energy release rates for plane strain
cracking and steady-state channelling. For steady-state spalling, the energy release rate is
obtained by an energy analysis of elastic beams far ahead and far behind the crack tip.
Analytical solutions are also obtained in the short crack limit in which the problem is
reduced to an edge crack extending in a half space; and the parameter range over which the
short crack solution is valid for a ®nite plate is determined. Failure maps for the various
cracking patterns are constructed in terms of the critical temperature jump and Biot
number, and merit indices are identi®ed for materials selection against failure by thermal
shock. # 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In general, two alternative failure criteria can be used to determine the
maximum jump in surface temperature that a material can sustain without
cracking (i.e. its thermal shock resistance), one based on strength and the other
based on fracture toughness (Hasselman, 1969; Nied, 1983; Rizk and Radwan,
1993; Jin and Mai, 1995; Lu and Fleck, 1998). The stress-based fracture parameter
sf /Ea is pertinent to the case of severe thermal shock of a solid containing small
pre-existing cracks, and large values of the Biot number Bi0hH/k. Here, sf , E, a
and k are the tensile strength, elastic modulus, coecient of thermal expansion
and thermal conductivity of the material, H is a representative length scale (e.g.
the sample thickness) and h is the surface heat transfer coecient. The toughnessbased fracture parameter for severe shock (Bi>>1) of a solid containing large preexisting cracks is KIC/Ea, where KIC is the fracture toughness. Lu and Fleck
(1998) explored both strength-controlled failure and toughness-controlled failure
for the full range of Biot number Bi. At low Biot number, the resistance of a
material to thermal shock is sensitive to its thermal conductivity, and the
appropriate merit index for ranking material performance is ksf /Ea for strengthcontrolled failure and kKIC/Ea for toughness-controlled failure. The transition
¯aw size aT beyond which a toughness-based approach takes over from a
strength-based approach is given by aT 1 (1/p )(KIC/sf )2, as discussed by Lu and
Fleck (1998).
Most previous studies on thermal shock failure are restricted to plane strain
cracking. For a ®nite plate under cold shock, the usual problem under
consideration is the propagation of a Mode I edge crack towards the centre of the
plate. Two other failure modes, crack channelling and spalling, may nevertheless
compete with plane strain cracking, as sketched in Fig. 1 for the case of a cold
shock. The channelling and spalling of Mode I cracks under remote tensile
loading have been analysed in detail by Hutchinson and Suo (1992). As the threedimensional channelling crack extends, a steady state is achieved so that the crack

Fig. 1. Three dierent failure modes in cold shock: (a) plane strain cracking; (b) channelling; (c)
spalling.
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front shape remains constant. The steady-state energy release rate, Gt, averaged
over the channelling crack front can be calculated directly from plane strain
elasticity solutions. Based on this idea, Hutchinson and Suo (1992) and Beuth
(1992) investigated the channelling of cracks through a thin ®lm bonded to a
substrate; in similar manner Ho and Suo (1993) and Chan et al. (1993) studied the
tunnelling of cracks through constrained layers. Hitherto, crack channelling and
spalling under transient thermal stressing have not been addressed.

1.1. Scope of the present study
In the current study, the propagation of a plane strain edge crack and the
channelling and spalling of the crack within a ®nite plate are analysed in detail for
the case of a cold shock. To cover a wide range of cold shock scenarios, three
dierent heat transfer conditions are considered for the plate, held initially at
uniform temperature Ti. In Case I, both the top and bottom surfaces of the plate
are subjected to a cold shock with identical heat transfer coecients. In Case II,
the plate is subjected to a cold shock on the top surface, with perfect thermal
insulation on the bottom face. In Case III, a cold shock is applied to the top
surface of the plate while the bottom face is held at the initial temperature. For all
three thermal boundary conditions the temperature and stress histories in the
uncracked plate are obtained over the full range of Biot numbers. The surface
subjected to a cold shock always experiences the highest tensile stress, and hence is
the most likely site for the initiation of an edge crack. As discussed above, the
crack may grow in one of three dierent modes: it may propagate in plane strain
along the thickness direction of the plate (Fig. 1(a)), it may channel in the plane
of the plate (Fig. 1(b)), or it may spall parallel to the surface of the plate (Fig.
1(c)). The energy release rate associated with a plane strain edge crack of arbitrary
length is calculated as a function of time and Biot number, using the dislocation
method. This result is subsequently used to compute the energy release rate
associated with steady-state channelling. For steady-state spalling the energy
release rate is calculated from the elastic energy stored in beams far ahead and far
behind the crack tip, with the corresponding mode mix determined from the
known solutions for a split beam (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992). An analytical
solution is also obtained in the short crack limit by considering the propagation of
an edge crack in a half-space. The range of validity of this solution is determined
by direct comparison with the numerical results for an edge crack in a ®nite plate.
Failure maps are constructed to display the thermal shock conditions governing
plane strain cracking, crack channelling and spalling. Finally, merit indices for
each mode of failure are obtained in order to aid the selection of engineering
materials for thermal shock resistance.
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2. Temperature and stress ®elds
2.1. The thermal model
Consider an in®nitely large plate of thickness 2H and uniform initial
temperature Ti, and let Cartesian co-ordinates (x, z ) be embedded at the centre of
the plate, as depicted in Fig. 2. At time t = 0, the plate is suddenly exposed at its
top surface (z=H ) to a convective cooling medium of temperature T1 such that
k

@ T z, t
 ÿh T ÿ T1 ,
@z

at z  H

1

where k is the thermal conductivity of the material from which the plate is made,
h is the coecient of heat transfer, and T(z, t ) is the temperature distribution of
the plate. At the bottom surface (z=ÿH ), one of the following three dierent
heat transfer boundary conditions is assumed to hold, see Fig. 2.
Case I is an identical cold shock to the top surface, with
k

@ T z, t
 h T ÿ T1 ,
@z

at z  ÿH

2a

Case II is thermal insulation, with
@T z, t
 0,
@z

at z  ÿH

2b

and Case III is a constant temperature equal to the initial temperature,

Fig. 2. A crack-free plate of thickness 2H subjected to three dierent types of cold shock where Ti >
T1.
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The transient temperature distribution in the plate is governed by the Fourier law
of conduction
@ 2 T z, t
1 @ T z, t
,

2
@z
k
@t

j z j RH

3

where k is the thermal diusivity of the material. For simplicity, the material is
assumed to be isotropic, with thermo-physical properties independent of
temperature; the results obtained in the following sections can be extended to
orthotropic materials by using the technique of orthotropic scaling (Hutchinson
and Suo, 1992; Lu and Fleck, 1998).
2.2. Evolution of temperature and stress
Eq. (3) and the associated initial and boundary conditions can be solved by the
standard separation-of-variables technique (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). For Case
I, the non-dimensional temperature ®eld is found to be


1
X
T z, t ÿ Ti
sin bn cos bn z=H 
kt
 ÿ1  2
exp ÿ b2n 2
4
T z, t 
Ti ÿ T1
b  sin bn cos bn
H
n1 n
where bn are the positive roots of b tan b  Bi; the corresponding solutions for
Cases II and III are given in Appendix A [cf Eqs. (A1) and (A3)]. The evolution
of temperature in the uncracked plate under cold shock (Ti > T1), as predicted
separately from Eqs. (4), (A1) and (A3), is plotted in Fig. 3 for selected values of
dimensionless time t-0 kt/H 2. Here, for brevity, results are presented only for the
case of Bi = 10, which is typical for the quenching of glass in ice water; results
over the full range of Biot number (0 < Bi < 1) are qualitatively similar to those
shown in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note from Figs. 3(a) and (b) that Cases II and
III give almost the same temperature distribution in the upper half of the plate (z> 0) during the initial stage of cold shock (t- < 0.4). This is because, in Cases II
and III, the time for the `thermal front' to traverse the plate is t-30.4 (Lu and
Chen, 1999).
Once the temperature ®eld has been determined, it is relatively straightforward
to determine the transient thermal stress distribution in the plate from
considerations of force and moment equilibrium. It is assumed that the plate is
free to expand with vanishing in-plane force resultants
H
ÿH

sxx z, tdz  0,

H
ÿH

syy z, tdz  0

5

and vanishing normal stress in the through-thickness direction, szz=0. In addition
equilibrium dictates that the bending moment due to the thermal stresses vanishes,
giving
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ÿH

sxx z, tz dz  0

and

H
ÿH

syy z, tz dz  0

6

Note that the temperature distribution is unsymmetrical about the mid-plane z =
0 in Cases II and III, resulting in a ®nite plate curvature. It follows from Eqs. (5)
and (6) that the transient stress sxx (z, t ) induced by the temperature distribution
T(z, t ) can be written in the following non-dimensional form (cf Manson, 1966)
s z, t 

sxx z, t
T ÿ Ti
1

ÿ

Ti ÿ T1 2H
Ea Ti ÿ T1 

H

T ÿ Ti
3z
dz 
2H 3
ÿH Ti ÿ T1

H

T ÿ Ti
z dz
ÿH Ti ÿ T1
7

where E=E/(1ÿn 2) and a  a 1  n: Here, E, n and a denote Young's modulus,
Poisson's ratio, and the coecient of thermal expansion, respectively. For Case I,
substitution of (4) into (7) leads to

Fig. 3. Transient temperature distribution in the plate under cold shock with Biot number Bi = 10: (a)
Case I; (b) Case II; (c) Case III.
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For brevity, the stress ®elds in the plate corresponding to Cases II and III
boundary conditions are presented in Appendix A.
Recall that in the limiting case of a thermally insulated plate (Bi = 0) the plate
is everywhere stress-free, whereas it suers the most stringent thermal stressing
 a Ti ÿ T1  is plotted in
when Bi 4 1. The normalised stress s z, t  s z, t=E
Fig. 4 for the choice of Biot number Bi = 10 and for selected values of
dimensionless time t  kt=H 2 : At any given instant, the top surface of the plate
experiences the largest tensile stress, and is expected to be the site of crack
initiation. For Case I, symmetry dictates that both the top and bottom surfaces
experience the same tensile stress history, implying that edge cracks may initiate

Fig. 4. Transient stress distribution in the plate under cold shock with Biot number Bi = 10: (a) Case I;
(b) Case II; (c) Case III.
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Fig. 5. Maximum tensile stress, s max , at the top surface of the strip and the corresponding time elapse,
t-max, plotted as a function of Biot number Bi.

from either surface. It is known from a comparison of the stress intensity factor
solutions for a single edge crack, and for two opposing edge cracks of equal
length that the initiation of a single edge crack is energetically more favourable
than the initiation of two symmetrical edge cracks (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992);
hence, the propagation of a single edge crack will be the focus of our study. It is
also noted that, in the early stages of a cold shock (t- < 0.4), almost identical
stress ®elds are generated in Cases II and III in the region z- > 0 as a direct
consequence of the nearly identical temperature distributions [recall Figs. 3(b) and
(c)].
For all three cases considered, the maximum tensile stress s max attained at the
top surface of the plate together with its time of occurrence t-max are plotted
against 1/Bi in Fig. 5. The values for s max and t-max in Cases II and III are nearly
identical. The following approximations for s max and t-max have the correct
asymptotic behaviours and are found to describe closely the computed values
shown in Fig. 5,
ÿ1

3:25
0:42
ÿ 0:5 eÿ16=Bi
9a
, tmax 
s max 0, tmax   1:5 
Bi
1  1:18 Bi
for Case I and

ÿ1
5:55
ÿ 0:5 eÿ44=Bi
,
s max 0, tmax   1:5 
Bi

tmax 

0:21
1  0:88 Bi

9b

for Cases II and III. Similar curve-®tting formulae have been proposed by
Manson (1966). It is clear that the magnitude of s max increases with increasing
Biot number Bi; in the limit Bi 4 1, we ®nd that s max  1 and t-max=0. Of the
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three cases studied, the constraint imposed by the Case I boundary condition
produces the largest s max Ð although the corresponding time of occurrence t-max
is also the longest.

3. Plane strain cracking under thermal shock
The results presented above indicate that, under cold shock, cracks are most
likely to initiate from the top surface of the plate. Once such an edge crack has
formed, it may grow in one of three dierent modes as sketched in Fig. 1. We
begin the crack analysis by considering the idealised case of an isolated Mode I
edge crack of depth a (Fig. 6(a)). The analysis presented here builds upon that
given already by Lu and Fleck (1998) for an edge crack under Case I boundary
conditions. It is assumed that the plate contains a distribution of ¯aws on the
scale of the structural dimension, and that the crack commences from the ``worst
¯aw'' having the largest driving force, i.e., the greatest energy release rate. In this
section, plane strain cracking is analysed to provide baseline solutions for
channelling (Section 4) and spalling (Section 5); results for the short crack limit of
an edge crack in a half space are presented in Section 6. For plane strain cracking,
channelling and spalling in a ®nite plate, emphasis is placed on ®nding the energy
release rate maximised with respect to crack length and time as a function of the
Biot number. As will become evident later, these solutions are no longer valid as
the plate thickness 2H 4 1 (i.e. Bi 4 1); short crack solutions must then be
used.
For an edge crack propagating in plane strain (Fig. 1(a)), the energy release rate

Fig. 6. (a) An in®nite plate embedded with a pre-existent crack subjected to three dierent types of cold
shock, and (b) energy release rate Gp as a function of crack size and elapsed time for plane strain
cracking (Case I with Bi = 10).
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Gp at the crack tip is given by
Gp 

K 2I
E

10

where the Mode I stress intensity factor KI can be determined by the dislocation
method. Here the Mode I edge crack is modelled as a continuous distribution of
edge dislocations. The crack face traction boundary condition is enforced by
integrating the traction contribution on the crack face (x = 0) due to the
distribution of dislocations, resulting in the singular integral equation,
a

a

2A s
ds 
0 zÿs

0

A sH s, zds  ÿs z, t,

0<z<a

11

where s(z, t ) is the thermal stress distribution along the crack line, A(s ) is the
density of edge dislocations, and the kernel function H(s, z ) is given by Civelek
(1985). Following Erdogan et al. (1973), the dislocation density function A(s ) is
ÿ1=2, 1=2
x, such that
expanded as a series of Jacobi polynomials P kÿ1
s
N
1xX
ÿ1=2, 1=2
Ck P kÿ1
x
12
A s  A x 
1 ÿ x k1
upon making use of the changes of variables
s

1  x
a,
2

ÿ1<x<1

13

By selecting N collocation points on the crack surface to match the boundary
condition (11), a system of linear equations is obtained to determine the
coecients Ck for k in the range 1 to N. Once the solution has been obtained, the
stress intensity factor KI and the opening displacement d(a') at any point a' on the
crack face are calculated from the expressions
N
p X
ÿ1=2,
Ck P kÿ1
KI  2p pa

1=2

1

14

k1

and
d a0  

a
a0

A sds

For the Case I temperature boundary condition with Bi = 10, the normalised
 a2 H Ti ÿ T1 2 predicted by the dislocation method
energy release rate G p  Gp =E
is plotted in Fig. 6(b) against dimensionless crack lengths a- 0 a/H, for selected
values of dimensionless time t- 0 kt/H 2. As a check, we have solved the same
problem by using the weight function method (Tada et al., 1985; Lu and Fleck,
1998). The predictions are in close agreement with those obtained from the
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dislocation method Ð the latter method is more accurate but is computationally
more intensive. In the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise stated, all
calculations have been performed by the dislocation method. We note that Gp
attains a peak value for all values of crack length at t 1 0.1; the global maximum
of Gp is attained at t- 1 0.1 and a- 1 0.25. For Cases II and III and for Biot
numbers over the full range 0 < Bi < 1, the results are qualitatively similar to
those shown in Fig. 6(b) for Case I.
Consider the case of a pre-existing plane strain edge crack of length a in a plate
with a given Biot number Bi; then Gp attains its peak value (Gp)peak after a time
tpeak. When (Gp)peak equals the toughness GIC, plane strain cracking occurs;
otherwise, the edge crack either arrests or advances in other modes such as

Fig. 7. Failure map for plane strain cracking, channelling and spalling, with Bi = 10. (a) Case I; (b)
Cases II and III (Bi = 10).
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channelling and spalling. On recalling the connection G A (DT )2 where DT 0
TiÿT1 is the temperature jump at the top surface of the plate, the fracture
criterion (Gp)peak=GIC can be used to evaluate the critical surface temperature
jump (DTp)peak to cause plane strain cracking as a function of apand
Bi. For

 a2 H 
illustration, Fig. 7(a) plots the predicted DT p peak  DTp peak = GIC = E
against the dimensionless crack size a-=a/H for Bi = 10 and Case I boundary
condition. We emphasise that (DTp)peak is the maximum temperature jump that
can be applied to the plate without causing plane strain cracking, over all time,
for any ®xed crack length and Biot number. Similar calculations are reported
below for steady-state channelling and spalling, and the corresponding critical
temperature jumps are included in Fig. 7(a) as dashed lines (channelling) and
dotted lines (spalling). For Cases II and III, the results are summarised in Fig.
7(b), where again a value Bi = 10 is assumed.
Fig. 7 can be used as a failure map to determine which one of the failure modes
is most likely to occur when a material embedded with a pre-existent ¯aw is
subjected to cold shock. Depending upon the size of the ¯aw, this may happen in
one of the six crack patterns indicated in Fig. 7: (A) no cracking; (B) plane strain
cracking; (C) channelling; (D) channelling and spalling; (E) plane strain cracking
and channelling; (F) plane strain cracking, channelling and spalling. Note that, in
general, plane strain cracking tends to dominate when the ¯aw size a is small,
whereas channelling and/or spalling is preferred when a is large.
For a given Biot number Bi, Gp(t, a ) achieves a global maximum value (Gp)max
after a time tc and for a particular crack length ac. Non-dimensional values of
(Gp)max have been obtained as functions of Bi for the three boundary conditions,
Cases I±III. It is found that the following simple curve-®tting formulas are in
good agreement with the numerical values
ÿ2

Gp max
2:2

 0:187 1 
,
Gp max 
Bi
G0

Case I

16

ÿ2

Gp max
2:9

 0:098 1 
,
Gp max 
G0
Bi

Cases II and III

17

 a2 H Ti ÿ T1 2 : We note that the limiting value of the energy release
where G0  E
 a2 H Ti ÿ T1 2 at a/H 1 1/4 and kt/H 2=0.06.
rate for Case I is Gp max  0:187E
This energy release rate, attained under the most severe thermal shock boundary
condition Bi=1, exceeds the largest values obtained for Cases II and III. A
comparison with the energy release rates obtained below for channelling and
spalling also reveals that this value of (Gp)max is the highest achieved for the three
cracking modes under any boundary condition considered. However, we
emphasise that the limit Bi=1, when applied to Eqs. (16) and (17), should be
interpreted as h 4 1 at ®nite H and not H 4 1 at ®nite h, i.e., Eqs. (16) and
(17) do not apply in the latter case. The limiting case of an edge crack extending
in a semi-in®nite solid (i.e., H 4 1) will be discussed later in Section 6.
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 a2 Ti ÿ T1 2 , Eqs. (16) and (17) can be used
On recalling that G p  Gp =E
 to determine the
together with the fracture criterion, Gp max  GIC  K 2IC =E
maximum surface temperature jump that can be applied to the plate without
incurring plane strain cracking, (DTp)max, as a function of the Biot number Bi.
The resulting
dimensionless
maximum temperature jump
DT p max 
p p

 = GIC and the corresponding values of tc  ktc =H 2 and a c  ac =H
DTp max a EH
at which (DTp)max occurs are plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of Bi for Cases I±III.
Curve-®tting formulae for these results are
p
a H
5:05
E
18a
 2:31 
DT p max  DTp max
Bi
KIC

Fig. 8. (a) Maximum surface temperature jump (thermal shock resistance) as a function of a Biot
number for all three cases. Critical crack size and time elapse for (b) Case I and (c) Cases II and III.
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tc 

ktc
0:43
 0:06 
2
1  1:5 Bi
H

18b

a c 

ac
10:3
H

18c

for Case I, and
DT p max  DTp max

p
a H
9:2
E
 3:18 
Bi
KIC

19a

tc 

ktc
0:3
 0:02 
2
1  Bi
H

19b

a c 

ac
10:22
H

19c

for Cases II and II. We note in passing that Eqs. (18a) and (b) are slightly more
accurate than the previous curve ®tting results of Lu and Fleck (1998).

4. Channelling under thermal shock
Consider the propagation of a plane strain edge crack in a plate under cold
shock. For all three boundary conditions considered (Fig. 6(a)) we predict that the
plane strain crack propagates unstably at short crack lengths, whereas for long
cracks the energy release rate decreases with increasing a. This decreasing driving
force is due to the presence of compressive stress in the central portion of the
plate. In addition to advance in the through-thickness direction, a crack can
advance in other modes, such as by channelling or spalling.
The channelling of an edge crack is a complicated, three-dimensional process
dicult to analyse. However, for a suciently long channelling crack, a steady
state is reached whereby the crack channels at ®xed depth, with a constant tip
shape and constant energy release rate. The steady-state energy release rate, Gt,
averaged over the depth of the channelling crack front can be directly calculated
from the plane strain elasticity solutions presented in the previous section. If it is
assumed that the toughness of the solid GIC is independent of the mode mix
around the periphery of the curved crack front then a fracture criterion for
channelling can be written as Gt=GIC. Considerations of energy balance lead to
two alternative but equivalent formulas for Gt (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992; Beuth,
1992; Ho and Suo, 1993; Chan et al., 1993), as
Gt 
and

1
a

a
0

Gp a 0 da 0

20
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Gt 

1
2a

Hÿa
H

s a, zd a, zdz
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21

Eq. (20) requires the solution of Gp for a plane strain crack of arbitrary length a '
(0 < a ' < a ). An evaluation of (21) makes use of the thermal stress distribution
s(a, z ) on the prospective crack plane prior to cracking and the associated
opening pro®le d(a, z ) of the crack. Both Eqs. (20) and (21) can be used to
calculate Gt. For Eq. (20) the weight function method should be used to determine
Gp(a '), whereas for Eq. (21) the dislocation method is recommended to determine
the crack opening pro®le d(a, z ). The results for Gt reported below are calculated
from Eq. (21).
For illustration, consider Case I boundary conditions with Bi = 10. The
normalised energy release rate for steady-state channelling G=Gt/G0 is plotted in
Fig. 9 as a function of normalised crack length a=a/H and normalised time
 a2 H Ti ÿ T1 2 : The trends exhibited by Gt for steady-state
t-=kt/H 2, where G0  E
channelling are similar to those of Gp for plane strain cracking, with the peak
value of Gt at any crack depth occurring at t- 1 0.1 [compare Figs. 6(b) and 9].
The result for Gt as a function of a- at ®xed t- are qualitatively similar for all three
types of boundary condition, and so plots are omitted for the boundary
conditions of Cases II and III.
Consider a channelling crack in steady state, with a ®xed depth a and a given
Biot number Bi. Then Gt attains its peak value (Gt)peak after a time tpeak. The
associated surface temperature jump (DTt)peak is determined by equating (Gt)peak
with the toughnesspG
IC. The non-dimensional temperature for channelling,

 a2 H , is plotted in Fig. 7(a) against the
DT t peak  DTt peak = GIC = E
dimensionless crack size a=a/H, for Bi = 10 and the Case I boundary condition.
The results for Cases II and III, with Bi = 10, are summarised in Fig. 7(b). We
note from Figs. 7(a) and (b) that the critical temperature jump for plane strain

Fig. 9. Energy release rate Gt as a function of crack size and time elapse for steady-state channelling
(Case I with Bi = 10).
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crack growth is less than that for channelling, for small values of crack length [a< 0.5 in Fig. 7(a), and a- < 0.3 in Fig. 7(b)], whereas channelling is expected to
occur in preference to plane strain crack growth at greater crack depths.
The global maximum (Gt)max for any given Biot number is obtained by
searching for the maximum value of Gt over all values of crack length and time.
As in the case of plane strain cracking, simple curve-®t formulae are obtained for
the global maximum energy release rate for steady-state channelling, (Gt)max, with
ÿ2

Gt max
2:2

 0:155 1 
,
Gt max 
G0
Bi
ÿ2

Gt max
2:9

 0:08 1 
,
Gt max 
G0
Bi

Case I

Case II and III

22a

22b

These results can be used together with the fracture criterion (Gt)max=GIC to
estimate the maximum temperature jump (DTt)max that can be applied without
channelling. [Again, note that Eq. (22) cannot be applied in the limiting case of H
4 1 at ®nite h.] The predicted (DTt)max, together with the corresponding crack
depth a c  ac =H and elapsed time tc  ktc =H 2 , are shown in Fig. 8 as dashed
lines and are adequately described by the following curve-®ts:
p
a H
5:4
E

23a
 2:54 
DTt max  DTt max
Bi
KIC
tc 

ktc
0:43
 0:06 
2
1  1:5 Bi
H

23b

a c 

ac
10:54
H

23c

for Case I and
p
a H
10:0
E

 3:53 
DTt max  DTt max
Bi
KIC

24a

tc 

ktc
0:3
 0:02 
H2
1  Bi

24b

a c 

ac
10:41
H

24c

for Cases II and III.
Dierentiation of (20) with respect to a gives
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dGt
1
 Gp ÿ Gt 
a
da
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25

and so Gp equals Gt at the local maximum dGt/da = 0, with t held ®xed.
Consequently, DTt for channelling equals DTp for plane strain cracking at this
local maximum. The global maximum for channelling, Gt=(Gt)max occurs at a
crack length a-c and a time t-c, and the DTp for plane strain cracking equals
(DTt)max at this time. But, for this value of crack length a-c, there exists a (DTp)peak
which occurs at some other time and is less than the value DTp. Consequently, the
curve of (DTp)peak versus a- does not cross the (DTt)peak versus a- trajectory at the
point where (DTt)peak attains the turning value (DTt)max.

5. Spalling under thermal shock
Consider again a Mode I edge crack extending normal to the top surface of the
plate (Fig. 6(a)). Initially, Gp increases with a and crack growth is dynamically
unstable (Fig. 6(b)). However, when the tip of the crack enters a zone of
compressive stress in the central portion of the plate, the elastic energy available
for continued crack extension decreases Ð crack extension is now dynamically
stable (Fig. 6(b)). The crack may then choose to channel as discussed in Section 4,
or to de¯ect into a spalling path as shown in Fig. 1(c) and analysed below.
5.1. Eect of T-stress on directional stability of crack extension
The path along which a Mode I crack may choose to grow is sensitive to the Tstress. For a Mode I crack extending in an isotropic material, the well-known
Williams' asymptotic expansion of in-plane stress components near the crack tip is
KI
sab  p s~ ab y  T  d1a d1b  O r1=2 ,
2pr

a, b  1, 2

26

where (r, y ) are polar co-ordinates centred at the tip of the crack, dab is the
Kronecker delta, and T is a non-singular stress acting parallel to the crack plane,
namely, the T-stress. For anisotropic materials, Eq. (26) can still be used to de®ne
the stress intensity factor KI but the dimensionless functions s~ ab now depend on
material properties as well as y (Sih et al., 1965). Some insight into the value of T
is obtained by recalling that, for a semi-in®nite crack in a full space, the T-stress
equals the negative of the normal traction acting on the cracking plane at the
location of the crack tip (Lu, 1996). Once the T-stress is known, the directional
stability of crack extension is determined: stable if T is negative and unstable if
T is positive (Cotterell and Rice, 1980). Physically, this may be interpreted as
follows: when straight-ahead advance of a Mode I crack is perturbed at the crack
tip due to micro-heterogeneity such as pores and inclusions, a positive T-stress
will render the crack to veer away from the straight path while a negative T-stress
will keep the crack in its original straight trajectory. Overall force equilibrium in a
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thermally shocked plate dictates that a tensile thermal stress ®eld is always
accompanied with a compressive thermal stress ®eld; hence, a Mode I crack
advancing normal to this stress ®eld has the tendency to kink away from the
straight path once its tip enters the compressive zone.
5.2. Initiation and steady-state growth of spalling cracks
Referring to Fig. 10(a), assume that a crack of length a, initially advancing in
Mode I in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the plate, branches into two
identical cracks parallel to the surface. The doubly de¯ected crack path is chosen
not only for its simplicity, but also because the associated energy release rate and
mode mix are, to an excellent approximation, identical to those associated with a
singly de¯ected path (He and Hutchinson, 1994). (The incorrect results for the
doubly de¯ected crack problem contained in the original paper of He and
Hutchinson, 1989, are corrected in He et al., 1994.) Although this symmetry is
idealised, it is expected to capture the essence of all de¯ection behaviours. The
analysis below will be further restricted to the initiation of kinking (c/a < 0.1) and
steady-state spalling (c/a > 1), with the transient stage ignored. The solutions
obtained for steady-state spalling will apply so long as the de¯ected crack length c
is larger than a (Hutchinson and Lu, 1995; Lu, 1996).
5.2.1. Initiation of kinking (c<<a )
Consider a putative kink of length c at right-angles to a parent Mode I crack of
length a (>>c ). The Mode I and II stress intensity factors at the tip of the kink
(K1, K2) are related to the stress intensity factors at the tip of the parent crack (KI,
KII) by (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992; He et al., 1994; Lu, 1996)
p
K1  0:398KI  1:845T  c

Fig. 10. (a) Model for steady-state spalling, and (b) equivalent edge force and moment.
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p
K2  0:323KI ÿ 0:212T  c
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where the T-stress, T, is calculated in Appendix B. The corresponding energy
release rate Gs is given by
Gs 

1 2
K 1  K 22 
E

28

Note that the mode mix at the tip of the de¯ected crack is fairly large, with c 0
tanÿ1(K2/K1)=39.18, for the case of a parent crack in pure Mode I. Thus, the
kink has a tendency to deviate in path back towards the original direction of
growth of the Mode I parent crack. However, if microstructural inhomogeneities
are present to keep the kink advancing parallel to the free surface of the plate, a
steady-state is achieved for the spalling crack with a new ®xed value of crack tip
energy release rate and mode mix.
5.2.2. Steady-state spalling (c>>a )
When c>>a, the de¯ected crack advances in steady-state as shown in Fig. 10(b);
the crack is driven by a constant bending moment M and a constant in-plane
axial force P per unit depth, related to the thermal stress ®eld by
P 

 
M

P

 aH Ti ÿ T1 
E

1
1ÿa=H

M

2

EaH Ti ÿ T1 

s z=H, td z=H 

1
1ÿa=H

z=H  a=2H ÿ 1s z=H, td z=H 

29

Now, the steady-state energy release rate Gs due to (P, M ) and the associated
stress intensity factors (K1, K2) can be obtained by an energy analysis of the
elastic beams far ahead and far behind the crack tip, coupled with arguments
based on linearity and dimensionality (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992). The desired
results for the steady-state values are
)
(
2
2
M

P
M
P
G
1
s


 2 p
sin g
30a
G s 
G0
2 A a=H  I a=H 3
AI a=H 2
and

K1
P
M
p
 p cos o  q sin o  g
 a H Ti ÿ T1 
E
2pA a=H 
2pI a=H 3

K2
P
M
p
 p sin o ÿ q cos o  g
 a H Ti ÿ T1 
E
2pA a=H 
2pI a=H 3

30b
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where
1
 1  4Z  6Z2  3Z3 ,
A
Z

a=H
,
2 ÿ a=H

1
 12 1  Z3 ,
I

sin g
p  6Z2 1  Z
AI

o  52:18 ÿ 38Z

31

The phase angle c of mode mix at the tip of the de¯ected crack is de®ned by
c  tan ÿ1 K2 =K1 

32

For Case I temperature boundary condition with Bi = 10, the normalised energy
release rate Gs and the associated phase angle c for steady-state spalling are
plotted in Figs. 11(a) and (b) as a function of the normalised spalling depth a-, at
selected values of normalised time t-. For all values of crack depth a-, Gs attains a
maximum value at a time t 1 0.1 (Fig. 11(a)). The global maximum in Gs is
attained at t 1 0.1 and at a=1. A straightforward physical explanation is that at
t  kt=H 2  0:1, the two thermal fronts commencing separately from the top and
bottom surfaces meet at the mid-point (Lu and Chen, 1999).
The phase angle c depends strongly on both a- and t-, as shown in Fig. 11(b),
but a few general remarks can be made. The mid-plane a-=1 is always a Mode I
path, such that c=0. For t- less than about 0.1, there are three possible Mode I
paths: the mid-plane and two paths symmetrically disposed to the mid-plane. For
t- greater than about 0.1, a single Mode I path exists along the mid-plane. Recall
that a Mode I path is likely to propagate in a stable con®guration, without
deviation in path, provided @c/@a- is negative, as discussed by Fleck et al. (1991)
and as summarised as follows. Consider a crack located parallel to the path of
c=0 but placed a small distance da- below it and assume that @c/@a- is negative;
then, for such a perturbed path, c is negative and the crack will tend to kink back
towards the Mode I path. Examination of Fig. 11(b) shows that for t-r 0.1 the
mid-plane is a con®gurationally stable Mode I path, whereas for t- < 0.1 the midplane is con®gurationally unstable but the adjacent two Mode I paths are stable.
Results for Gs and c for Cases II and III are presented in Figs. 11(c) and (d).
Again, a value Bi = 10 is assumed and the dependence of Gs and c upon the nondimensional crack depth a is plotted for selected values of scale time, t-. At any
given time, there exists a single Mode I path, its location shifting gradually with
time from near the top surface towards the bottom surface of the plate; the Mode
I paths are stable in the sense that @c/@a- < 0.
For a ®xed Biot number, the maximum temperature jump to withstand steadystate spalling, (DTs)peak, for any depth a- of a spalling crack is calculated by
toughness GIC, for that
equating the maximum value of Gs over all time with the
p
 a2 H  are included
value of a-. The resulting values of DT s peak  DTs peak = GIC = E
in Figs. 7(a) and (b) for the case Bi = 10. Let (Gs)max denote the global maximum
energy release rate for steady-state spalling at any ®xed value of Bi. Simple curve-
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®t formulas for (Gs)max are obtained as
ÿ2

Gs max
2:1

 0:077 1 
,
Gs max 
Bi
G0
ÿ2

Gs max
2:4

 0:027 1 
,
Gs max 
Bi
G0
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Case I

33a

Cases II and III

33b

Note that (Gs)max corresponds to a Mode I path in Case I (Figs. 11(a) and (b))
and a nearly Mode I path in Cases II and III (Figs. 11(c) and (d)). From the
fracture criterion (Gs)max=GIC, the predicted maximum temperature jump
(DTs)max without spalling is shown in Fig. 8 as dotted lines together with ac 
ac =H and tc  kt=H 2 : The related curve-®tting formulas are
p
a H
7:5
E
34a
 3:60 
DT s max  DTs max
Bi
KIC

Fig. 11. (a) Energy release rate, (b) phase angle as functions of spalling depth and time for Case I (Bi
= 10), (c) energy release rate, and (d) phase angle as functions of spalling depth and time for Cases II
and III (Bi = 10).
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for Case I and
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0:35
 0:04 
2
1  Bi
H

35b
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ac
0:35
 0:44 
1  0:25 Bi
H

35c

for Cases II and III. It is clear from Fig. 8(a) that the maximum temperature that
can be applied without steady state spalling exceeds that for plane strain cracking
and channelling, for all three cases of thermal boundary condition, and for all
values of Biot number. Finally, we note in passing that Eqs. (33)±(35) do not
apply in the case of H 4 1 at ®nite h.

6. Solutions in the short crack limit
At suciently short times after thermal shock loading of a plate, the
temperature and stress distributions decay rapidly a small distance from the
surface of the plate, and the plate behaves as a semi-in®nite solid. In this section,
we study the response of a plane strain crack, a channelling crack and a spalling
crack within a semi-in®nite solid when its surface is subjected to a thermal shock.
These asymptotic solutions are good approximations to the ®nite plate case
provided the crack length a is small compared to the specimen thickness 2H, and
provided the time t is suciently short. The range of validity of these short crack
solutions will be quanti®ed for various values of h. The limiting case h 4 1 for
plane strain cracking of an in®nite solid has already been solved by Hutchinson
and Suo (1992); no analytical solutions appear to exist for crack channelling and
spalling within an in®nite solid.
6.1. Plane strain cracking
In the limit a/H 4 0, the plane strain cracking problem is reduced to that of an
edge crack of length a in a semi-in®nite solid subjected to a cold shock on the
surface [see Fig. 12(a), where z = 0 is now placed on the surface of the solid].
Then, the boundary condition on the surface becomes
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k

@T
 ÿh T ÿ T1  at z  0
@z
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36

and the resulting temperature distribution in the block is given by (Carslaw and
Jaeger, 1959)

 p
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37

p  x
where erf x  2= p 0 exp ÿz2 dz is the error function, erfc(x )=1ÿerf x, and
Bi=ha/k is a new Biot number based on the crack length a (compare with
Bi=hH/k for the ®nite plate). The thermal stress ®eld due to the temperature
transients is (Hutchinson and Suo, 1992)
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s ,
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sxx z, t
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 ÿT ,
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 a Ti ÿ T1 
a a
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38

and the normalised stress intensity factor at the tip of the plane strain edge crack
of length a is (Tada et al., 1985)
K^ I

 p

kt
KI

, Bi 
p

a
Ea Ti ÿ T1  pa
2
ÿ
p

 
z
T
q f1:3 ÿ 0:3 z=a5=4 gd
a
0
1 ÿ z=a2
1

39

Fig. 12. (a) An edge crack in a half space under cold shock, and (b) steady-state spalling in a half
space.
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Consequently, the normalised energy release rate for plane strain cracking is
G^ p

 p

Gp
kt

 p K^ I 2
, Bi 
2

a
Ea Ti ÿ T1 2 a

40

It is instructive Ð and also practically relevant Ð to determine the ranges over
which the solution (37)±(40) is valid for an edge crack of the same length
extending in a plate of ®nite thickness 2H. For the Case I cold shock, the
normalised stress intensity factor for an edge crack in a plate of thickness 2H is
plotted in Fig. 13(a) as a function of normalised time kt/a 2, at Bi=ha/k = 1.
Results are plotted for selected ratios of crack length a to plate semi-thickness H,
including the limiting case of an edge crack in a half-space a/H = 0. The solutions
for an edge crack with thermal boundary conditions given by Case II and III, and
for channelling cracks with all three types of thermal boundary condition, show
similar trends to those shown in Fig. 13(a). For any given a/H ratio and Biot
number Bi, the stress intensity factor at the tip of an edge crack in a half-space is
nearly identical to that at the tip of an edge crack in a ®nite plate, provided the
normalised time kt/a 2 is smaller than a critical value kt/a 2. In general, the value
of this critical time increases with decreasing a/H and with decreasing Bi. For
de®niteness, let kt/a 2 denote the time interval over which the asymptotic solution
for an edge crack of length a in a half-space is within 10% of the solution for an
edge crack, of length a, in a plate of given thickness 2H, and subjected to the
same cold shock. The interval kt/a 2 is plotted in Fig. 13(b) as a function of a/H

Fig. 13. (a) Stress intensity factor as a function of dimensionless time kt/a 2 for selected value of a/H,
subjected to Case I cold shock with Bi =1, and (b) range of validity for the short crack solutions.
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and Bi for all three cases of thermal boundary condition. Observe that kt/a 2
depends strongly on a/H, and only weakly on Bi.
6.2. Steady-state channelling
For steady-state channelling of an edge crack in a half-space the normalised
energy release rate is related to that for plane strain cracking by
 p

Gt
1 a ^ 0
kt

^

, Bi 
Gp a da 0
41
Gt
 a2 Ti ÿ T1 2 a
a 0
a
E
Fig. 14(a) plots GÃp and GÃt as functions of dimensionless time kt/a 2 and Biot

number
Bi
=ha/k. Note that both GÃp and GÃt reach their global maximum values
1
1
^
^
Gp  2Gt  3:96 in the limit kt/a 2 4 1; this corresponds to a state of uniform
1
thermal stress s xx  1 over the full depth of the crack, with K^ I  1:1215: These
limiting values are independent of the surface heat transfer coecient h (or Biot
number Bi). On applying the toughness-based fracture criterion Gp=GIC and
surface
Gt=GIC, the maximum
p
 temperature jump which the half-space can sustain
 a2 a for plane strain cracking, and DT max 
is pDT
max  0:5 GIC =E

 a2 a for channelling.
0:71 GIC =E
The half-space solution give in Fig. 14(a) is valid for a ®nite plate of sucient
thickness 2H in relation to the crack length a. Since the channelling solution is
derived directly from the plane strain cracking solution via (41), the minimum

Fig. 14. (a) Energy release rate as a function of dimensionless time kt/a 2 for selected values of Biot
number Bi  for plane strain cracking Gp and channelling Gt, and (b) energy release rate along the
Mode I spalling path and the corresponding spalling depth as functions of Bi .
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thickness 2H for which the channelling solution in Fig. 14(a) is accurate can be
read from Fig. 13(b), for given values of (a, t, Bi).
6.3. Steady-state spalling
Consider the case of a spalling crack parallel to the free surface of a half-space,
after a cold shock has been imposed with boundary condition (36). The physical
problem is illustrated in Fig. 12(b). Far ahead of the crack tip, the stress and
temperature distributions are given by (37) and (38). Hutchinson and Suo (1992)
have already considered this problem for the case of ideal heat transfer, h=1,
and their ®ndings are summarised here before extending their results to include
the case when h is ®nite. For the case h=1, a Mode I crack path exists parallel
to the free surface, at any value of time, t. As t increases, both the energy release
rate and the depth of the Mode I spalling crack increase. Hutchinson and Suo
(1992) argue that the spalling depth and the associated time to spalling are set by
applying the fracture criterion Gs=GIC.
Now consider the case of steady-state spalling, with a ®nite value of heat
transfer h at the surface of the half-space. The equivalent edge force and moment
indicated in Fig. 12(b) are
 p
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and the corresponding energy release rate and stress intensity factors are given by
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44

where o=52.078. Extensive calculations have been carried out to determine GÃs
and the phase angle c=tanÿ1(K2/K1) as functions of kt/a 2 and Bi. It is found
that both GÃs and c increase with increasing time t and with increasing heat
transfer coecient h, although the dependence of c on h is weak; in the limitpkt/

a 2 4 1, GÃs 4 0.5 and c 4 52.078. In Fig. 14(b), the values of GÃs and as = kt
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correspondingpto
the Mode I spalling path (K2=0) are plotted as functions of Bi .
Note that as = kt is relatively insensitive to the Biot number Bi , especially when
Bi < 1. In the limit Bi 4 1, the results reduce to those obtained by Hutchinson
p
2
 2

and Suo (1992),
pi.e., Gs  0:036as Ea DT (or, equivalently, K1  0:190EaDT as 
and as  6:82 kt: For illustration, consider thepsame
  choice of glass as made by
aDT  100 MPa and k=0.7
Hutchinson and Suo (1992), with KIC=0.7 MPa m, E
 10ÿ6 m2/s. The predicted spalling depth for Bi=1 is as=1.4 mm, associated
with a time elapse of t = 0.06 s. In view of Fig. 14(b), this time will increase
slightly when the idealised boundary condition Bi=1 is replaced by one having
a ®nite Biot number.
The spalling crack solution given in Fig. 14(b) for a semi-in®nite solid is best
understood as follows. For assumed values of crack depth a, heat transfer
of Biot number Bi is
coecient h and material toughness GIC, the pvalue

calculated, and the corresponding values of as = kt and GÃs are read from the
®gure. On assuming that cracking occurs when Gs=GIC, the required temperature
2
 2
G
jump for spalling is deduced directly from the de®nition G^ s  p
s=
 Ea a Ti ÿ T1  ,
and the time for spalling is deduced from the value of as = kt: We expect the
asymptotic solution for spalling of the semi-in®nite solid to adequately represent
the solution for a ®nite plate provided the spalling time is less than t, as plotted
in Fig. 13(b).

7. Merit indices for thermal shock
The results presented above can be analysed to obtain appropriate material
indices that govern thermal shock fracture in the full range of Biot numbers. Two
failure criteria may be used, one based on strength and the other based on
fracture toughness. The stress-based fracture criterion assumes that smax(H, t )
attains the fracture strength of the solid sf , whereas the toughness-based fracture
criterion assumes that Kmax(ac, tc) attains the fracture toughness of the solid KIC.
In the case of ideal heat transfer (Bi=1), the maximum surface temperature
jump DT that can be tolerated without causing strength-controlled failure follows
directly from (9a) and (b) as
DT1

sf
Ea

45

which is valid for Cases I to III. Here, the distinctions between E and E, and
between a and a have been dropped, as only those properties of primary
signi®cance are considered for selecting materials. In the limit of small Biot
number (Bi < 1), DT is again obtained from Eqs. (9a) and (b) as
DT  A1

sf k
Ea hH

46

where A 1 3.2 for Case I and A1 1 5.5 for Cases II and III. With relations (45)
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and (46) in hand, the optimal materials to withstand strength-dominated fracture
by thermal shock can be selected from a plot with sf /Ea and ksf /Ea as axes. Lu
and Fleck (1998) have displayed such a plot for a wide range of engineering
ceramics.
A similar approach can be adopted for materials selection against crack
propagation under a cold shock. We assume that the maximum surface
temperature jump sustainable by a cracked plate of thickness 2H is associated
with plane strain cracking; a worst ¯aw is considered, with the crack depth equal
to the critical value ac to give the highest energy release rate. Then the
temperature jump DT equals (DTp)max, as speci®ed in Eqs. (18a). Since (DTp)max is
a function of the Biot number Bi, the worst case is taken with Bi 4 1 and DT
given by
DT  A2

KIC
p
Ea H

47

Here, A2 1 2.3 for the Case I thermal boundary condition, and A2 1 3.2 for
Cases II and III. Similarly, in the limit of small Biot number (Bi < 1), the thermal
shock fracture resistance becomes
DT  A3

KIC
k
p
Ea H hH

48

where A3 1 5.1 for the Case I boundary condition and A3 1 9.2 for Cases II and
III. The optimal materials to withstand toughness-controlled fracture by thermal
shock can be selected from a plot with KIC/Ea and kKIC/Ea as axes. Lu and Fleck
(1998) have already displayed a large number of engineering ceramics on a
materials selection map of this type.
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Appendix A. Temperature and stress ®elds (Cases II and III)
For a plate of ®nite thickness subjected to Case II boundary condition, the nondimensional temperature ®eld is given by


1
X
sin bn cosfbn z  H =2H g
b2n kt

A1
exp ÿ
T z, t  ÿ1  2
4 H2
bn  sin bn cos bn
n1
where bn are the positive roots of b tan b=2 Bi. The corresponding stress ®eld
is
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Similarly, for a plate under Case III thermal loading, the evolution of temperature
and stress is given by


1
2
X
Bi
z

H
cos
b
sinfb
z

H
=2H
g
b
kt
n
n
n
ÿ2
exp ÿ
T z, t  ÿ
1  Bi 2H
bn ÿ sin bn cos bn
4 H2
n1
A3
( 
)

cos bn
zH
cos bn ÿ 1

sin bn
s z, t 2
2H
bn
b ÿ sin bn cos bn
n1 n


1
b2 kt
6z X
cos bn
ÿ
 exp ÿ n
2
H n1 bn ÿ sin bn cos bn
4 H


(
)
2 sin bn ÿ bn cos bn 
cos bn ÿ 1
b2n kt


exp ÿ
bn
4 H2
b2n
1
X

A4

where bn are the positive roots of b cot b=ÿ2 Bi.

Appendix. Calculation of T-stress
For a ®nite plate of thickness 2H (Fig. 6(a)), let TG(z, a ) be the Green's
function for the T-stress T associated with a single edge crack of length a such
that
T  a, t 

H
Hÿa

TG z, as z, tdz

B1

where s(z, t ) 0 sxx (z, t ) is the thermal stress parallel to the plate surface. Fett
(1997) obtained an approximate expression for TG(z, a ) by using the boundarycollocation method. Substitution of his results into (B1) leads to
T  a, t  ÿs a, t 
where

H
Hÿa

T G z, as z, tdz

B2
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T G z, a  1 ÿ 4A0 

2z
a2

B3

With f=a/2H, the dimensionless coecient A 0 is given by
A0 

0:13149 ÿ 0:6203f  0:88823f2 ÿ 0:65955f3  0:2139f4
1 ÿ f2

B4
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